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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
A SHORT NOTE
This presentation (including, without limitation, any product roadmap or any forward-looking statements) gives a general
overview of Mail & Deploy and is not to be used for any reason other than to provide our customers, prospective customers,
partners and strategic partners with a general overview of our current and anticipated future offerings.
The material provided is for informational purposes only and its contents are subject to change without notice. It should not be
relied on in making a purchasing decision. Our presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any
material, code, or functionality. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Mail &
Deploy remain at our sole discretion.
Harrer & Partner makes no warranties, express or implied, in or relating to this presentation or any information in it,
including, without limitation, that this document, or any information in it, is error-free or meets any conditions of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means without our prior written permission.

© 2008-2021 Harrer Unternehmensberatung KG. All rights reserved. Mail & Deploy® is a trademark of Harrer Unternehmensberatung KG which has been registered in
multiple countries. Other marks and logos mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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For businesses of all sizes, shapes and styles – meet a couple of our customers:

Explore the
modern way of
flexible and
powerful
automated
reporting
out of
QlikView ®
and
Qlik Sense®

STANDARD REPORTING
Centralized design of standard reports in popular Office formats like PowerPoint®, Excel®,
and Word®, HTML, CSV and Adobe PDF that are distributed to the recipients using tasks.
Distribution via e-mail to, in the file system, upload to FTP, publishing to Microsoft Teams /
SharePoint / OneDrive. Many design (pivot tables, extension compatibility, etc.) and
configuration options and support for complex distribution scenarios.

SELF-SERVICE REPORTING
Users subscribe to individual Qlik Sense Sheets, for example, for weekly or daily automatic
delivery. Users request reports and can transfer parameters if necessary (on-demand
reporting).

ALERTING
Users define conditions which - if met - lead to automated notification.

www.mail-and-deploy.com

We know the time, the money and the pain, that goes into reporting

YOUR PARTNER FOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

„Since 2008
we have been helping
Qlik® users to solve
the most urgent
challenges
in connection with
reporting out of Qlik®
and for this we have
developed
Mail & Deploy –
our innovative reporting
suite for Qlik®.“

HARRER & PARTNER has been a consultancy and solution provider in the DACH region
since 2003 and provides professional advice on all aspects of business intelligence. As a
partner of Qlik® and Jedox®, it positions itself as a technical specialist for the planning
suite Jedox®, the Qlik Analytics Platform® as well as for internal software developments
such as Mail & Deploy for automatic reporting out of Qlik®.

www.hpartner.at

This is how Mail & Deploy stands out:

Simple Installation and Easy Administration
The Mail & Deploy Server runs in one service. You do not have to setup several components.

Mail & Deploy
makes
the difference
and
redefines
your reporting
out of
Qlik ®

Multiple Data Sources and Extension Compatibility
You can even mix-and-match elements from Qlik Sense® and QlikView® in a single report
without any effort. Especially, the compatibility of 3rd party Extensions is one of the main
reasons why Qlik® users choose Mail & Deploy.

Precise Filtering and Advanced Formatting
Mail & Deploy provides you with filter checks and dynamic filtering (e.g. current year, previous
month etc.). It focuses on highly specific and flexible formatting (eg pivot tables, table formatting)
and does not lack accuracy in complex reporting.

Flexible Distributing and Extensive Monitoring
Mail & Deploy allows complex distribution scenarios. You can create reports in (nested) loops
(using cycle actions), use „If then – else“ groups, dynamically assign emails/users to reports,…
and additionally offers extensive monitoring features (execution calendar, etc.)

Intelligent Scheduling and Strong Embeddability
With Mail & Deploy, you can automatically process a large number of reports in parallel,
delivering them much faster. And the API allows you to connect with everything Mail & Deploy
offers.

Mail & Deploy - Create your reports in minutes

In Mail & Deploy you can create your
reports quickly, flexibly and with little effort.
You can perform a complete analysis
filtering for a report, save it and provide it
as a template for a report.
This is an immense advantage with a high
time saving and an easy-use approach.

Mail & Deploy - Report creation from scratch in for easy steps

1. STEP – Add you data
source(s)
Add one or more data sources
(QlikView® and Qlik Sense®).
Reports can contain elements
from different data sources!

Mail & Deploy - Report creation from scratch in for easy steps

2. STEP – Design your
report
Use the data source browser
to speed things up.
You can use your readymade templates with your
own corporate identity as
templates in Mail & Deploy
or you can start your report
design from scratch!

Insert the graphic using drag and drop and just resize it as you like!

And then create a chart or table element out of it!

If you already know the name of the graphic, simply filter for it.

Mail & Deploy - Report creation from scratch in for easy steps

3. STEP – Add filters
directly
Use the preparation
actions and add filter
actions directly there while
creating the report.
For this you can use Qlik
Expressions or Visual
Basic.NET to get the most
out of Mail & Deploy!

With Preparation Actions you can perform a complete analysis
filtering directly when creating a report.

Mail & Deploy - Report creation from scratch in for easy steps

4. STEP – Preview and
Finalisation
You can view your final
report directly as a preview
and then distribute it to your
report recipients using tasks.

Report delivery

Define tasks
Starting from the least complex scenarios.

Report delivery

Define tasks
To more complex distribution
scenarios. Mail & Deploy is the perfect
solution for Enterprises.

Take fully advantage of actions
like Group, Cycle, Execute
Code, Reload Datasource,
Write Text File, Upload Content to
FTP, Sharepoint, etc.
And of course, take advantage of
Parallel Execution!
Here a short example with nested Cycles and Groups (if
then-else)

Mail & Deploy Highlights

Report templates in
Mail & Deploy

These are the sections of the report. One of the CEOs wants to
receive the entire report, another CEO wants only certain
sections. Instead of creating several report templates, you can
divide a report into several templates / sections. It's much
easier and faster!

Use this powerful feature to
get more templates for a
single report.
Merge the templates, ie the
sections of the document,
on-the-fly, depending on
which user receives the
report.
In this example we have a
supporting app that has a table by
company and the corresponding
templates / sections of the report
that the company's CEO should
receive.

We will use the template field in the supporting app as the
following expression to get the template name:
[Datasource].[HR Reporting Control].[Field].[Template]

Here we filter the “Company” field directly in the supporting app
in order to receive the relevant templates!

Mail & Deploy Highlights

Validation
messages
Always get information
about errors

Place holders for
graphs
Resize the graphs to your
convenience

Mail & Deploy Highlights

Report Quality
If you want to print this
report and need higher
resolution, choose Ultra
High

Mail & Deploy Highlights - Pivot Tables

Pivot tables settings
Expand and collapse
dimensions! Easy as
choosing how many
dimensions to expand! Of
course, also merging left
and top dimensions. Pivot
tables look like pivot
tables.
In these examples you
can see the Indent and
Merge dimension
setting.

Mail & Deploy Highlights - Pivot Tables

Expand Left
Dimensions setting
In this example, 0
dimensions expanded,
and then with 1
expanded dimension.
Just change one option
and you can expand the
dimension at your will.

Self service – Qlik Sense Extension

Export sheet or
elements.
Request a report.
Subscriptions.

Self service – Qlik Sense Extension

Export sheet or elements.
Download or send by email
the current sheet or any of
the elements in the current
sheet.

Self service – Qlik Sense Extension

Request a Report.
Download or send by email
a predefined M&D Report.

Self service – Qlik Sense Extension

Subscriptions.
Subscribe to a Sheet or an
Object.

Self service – Qlik Sense Extension

And choose the
Frequency of your
choice:
daily, selected days of
week, weekly, monthly,
quarterly, yearly or
custom.

Self Service – The Hub

Value Tables
Upload to Mail & Deploy
supporting
tables, especially useful to
customize the Hub. The
users access only
information relevant for
them.

User match
Now we are talking real
customization.

Self Service – The Hub

Personalized Hub
Using the information from the Value
Table we see now that the account Amelia
Fields is only allowed to see her
information!

Self Service – The Hub

Subscriptions
Give you users the possibility to create
subscriptions and set their own delivery
plan!

Self Service – The Hub - Alerting

Alerts
The user define his/her own alerts. Test a
condition and get an email whenever the
condition is met.

Even more features – Mail & Deploy and Qlik Sense SaaS

Support of Qlik Sense® Saas
Connect to your Qlik Sense®
Business App Datasource

Even more features – Mail & Deploy and Azure AD

Synchronize your
users with Azure AD

Even more features – Mail & Deploy and Azure AD

Synchronize your
users with Azure AD
Now we have added a
connection to Azure
AD!
The last thing to do is
to define a Service
Endpoint!

We had already 2 connections to CSV Files. Of course,
you can also have a connection to an Active Directory.

In this example we have 4 Authentication Methods:
Windows, Custom, Azure AD and API.
Depending on your type of user you will use the
corresponding URL Folder!

Even more features – Mail & Deploy and Qlik Sense P&L

Are you using the
extension P&L from the
Qlik ® Visualization
Bundle?
Check how the the App
looks like!
* funny fonts and colors just for
demonstration purposes ☺

Even more features – Mail & Deploy and Qlik Sense P&L

Are you using the
extension P&L from the
Qlik ® Visualization
Bundle?
And now check
the output from a
Mail & Deploy Report!

Even more features – Mail & Deploy and Qlik Visualization Bundle

CHART
Visualization Bundle
Capability Support
Get the complete list
here:

https://help.qlik.com/enUS/sense/November2020/S
ubsystems/Hub/Content/Se
nse_Hub/Visualizations/Visu
alizationBundle/visualization
-bundle.htm
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TIME FOR THE DEEP DIVE.
Mail & Deploy in action
DEMO
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Simple pricing, unmatched value

PER YEAR

* The Enterprise Edition is delivered with an additional Test Server in both the subscription and the perpetual
version. This compulsory setup is necessary to ensure the optimal use of Mail & Deploy in your grown BI
environment.
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THANK YOU.
Book your personalized demo!
https://www.mail-and-deploy.com/request-your-product-demo/
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Stay well informed
LET US KEEP IN TOUCH

Follow us on LinkedIn

Tweet @Mail_and_Deploy

New Video-Tutorials on YouTube

info@mail-and-deploy.com

